SafeCash Counter Deposit Smart
Make your store a safer place to work

SafeCash Counter Deposit Smart

Smart deposit and
secure cash processing
Fear of robbery at work is a very common feeling for staff
members in retail environments. Keeping cash locked away and
out of sight greatly reduces the temptation for robbery and offers
staff greater peace of mind.
But for many small retail businesses, cash-handling systems can
be costly and too complicated for their specific cash management
needs. They need a simple, efficient and convenient solution that
reduces the risk of robbery, requires less investment and ensures
the exact amount of cash is accounted for at every till and at
every store location.
The SafeCash Counter Deposit Smart is perfectly designed for small
retail outlets. Adapted to under counter installation, it provides an
ergonomic front-line cash-handling solution to manage bank note
depositing and processing efficiently and securely.
Notes are automatically registered, counted and deposited
minimizing the risks of robbery, burglary and internal theft. The
SafeCash Counter Deposit Smart captures note validation and
note value data in real time at the point of sale. Cash deposits
are untouched until they reach cash processors, ensuring 100%
of your money finds its way to your bank account.

Specific
cash-handling
challenges:

Security risks
Small amounts attract thieves as much as large sums. For small retailers,
robbery costs due to lost sales, damages and extra personnel.

Lost time
Manual notes counting and verification take time and resources away from
revenue-generating activities such as customer service and sales.

Shrinkage
Administrative errors due to manual counting can affect overall profitability.

An intelligent and secure cashhandling solution
Deposit and secure cash
The SafeCash Counter Deposit Smart is a single note
deposit solution using a cassette-based intelligent
system. Take advantage of the unit’s plug-&-play system
that is always ready to receive cash and enables operation
after quick installation. Notes presented are accepted,
instantly counted and stored in a S1 safe.
Once a transaction is started, multiple single notes are
automatically registered, counted, deposited and stored
in a cassette for quick and easy collection. Five seconds
after the last note has been deposited, the transaction
is closed. For convenient CIT pick-up, the notes are sent
straight into a cassette.
No more manual counting or verification. You can save
the obvious costs associated to robbery while your staff is
benefiting from a safer work environment in which they
can spend less time on cash administration and more
time on customer service.

Track cash flow in real-time with CashControl

Benefits
1. Enhanced security and peace of mind thanks to
the closed-loop cash management system
2. Faster return on investment
3. Unrivalled protection against fraudulent notes
4. Increased efficiency and higher acceptance rates
due to advanced recognition algorithms that
confirm notes as genuine
5. Time and cost savings as a result of a
simplified cash-handling process, and reduced
maintenance and down time
6. Less back office administration due to easy-touse configuration and simple installation
7. Complete transaction transparency for zero cash
discrepancies
8. Real-time, web-based monitoring of cash levels
via CashControl software
9. Ability to approve CIT companies for cash
collections

Continuously monitor real-time cash levels using
Gunnebo’s CashControl web-based monitoring system to
ensure transaction transparency, reports or data export.

10. Overnight closure

This can either optionally be hosted by Gunnebo or by the
retailer, who may choose to run the programme locally or
centrally.

Technical data

Optimise pickups and maintenance
Choose to grand access to the system to CIT partners
for optimized route planning and pick-up times. You can
also ensure ongoing updates and maintenance thanks to
Gunnebo service, which is available 24/7 and guarantees
a response time that can be set according to your
business requirements.

Mobile web-based supervision solution
A mobile version of the CashControl application enables
you to easy manage your cash in a real-time mobile
environment. No need to control the operations from
the back office area, the cash content status, operational
overview, transaction or collection reports can be
operated directly at store from a smart phone. This tool
also offers user identification so that people are registered
when making a deposit. And the cash handling issues can
be solved efficiently and quickly, allowing streamlined
processes.

Steel housing

3mm casing – 8mm steel door

Operating system

Windows 7 embedded

Feeder capacity

single note deposit

Deposit speed

up to 20 notes/minute

Cassette capacity

500 notes
(up to 1,200 optional)

Communication

TCP/IP

Dimensions (WxDxH)

Electronic Lock: 180x450x470mm
Lock with key: 180x410x470mm

Weight

32kg

Power supply

230V – 50Hz

Power consumption

15W (idle), 30W (normal)

Operating condition

T 5–45°C, H 20–80%

Gunnebo – we make your world safer.
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The Gunnebo Security Group is a global leader in security products,
services and solutions with an offering covering cash handling, safes
and vaults, entrance security and electronic security for banks, retail,
CIT, mass transit, public & commercial buildings and industrial &
high-risk sites.

